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Abstract—The aims of the research concerned here were to the influence of using pocket mobile learning on improvement in students critical thinking skills. Pocket mobile learning is a learning media using mobile devices. This research is the quasy experiment using post test only for control group design. The independent variable is learning media in which the control group applied powerpoint, while the treatment group applied mobile pocket learning. The research data were analyzed by means of ANOVA with the significance level of 5%. Based on analysis and research results can be concluded that pocket mobile learning media of specifically physics material about dynamics of motion could improve students critical thinking skills.
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1 Introduction

Most of the students of Indraprasta PGRI University who take Basic Physics courses still have difficulty in mastering this course. It is not easy for students to understand experiments, formulas and solutions, graphs, and theoretical explanations at the same time. Application of concepts in physics must be linked in everyday life [1][2]. Plus the condition of students who are reluctant to read books, references, and other sources related to the concept of Physics. Based on the researcher's observation, one of the causes of students' reluctance to read a book is because the majority of Physics books are thick so it takes a lot of time to summarize and digest the contents. In addition, the books are generally presented in a rigid format with no drawings, interesting color variations, and still use a monotonous typeface.

Another condition that makes physics is still considered difficult is the method of learning by lecturers. Lessons delivered in the majority class still use lecture and discussion methods. This situation makes students bored and tired in learning Basic Physics. Therefore, it takes creativity of lecturers to make the learning atmosphere to be fun.

On the basis of the problems described above the need for innovation in learning so that the learning of physics becomes interesting. One of the interesting innovations is learning mobile learning in accordance with the current technological developments.
The effectiveness of learning with technology has been tackled from both sides. There is evidence that the use of technology increases achievement and self-efficacy [3]. Mobile learning perspective can be classified into four, they are techno-centric, e-learning focus, formal education instrument and student-centered learning [4]. Nowadays, technology empowerment at schools is used to ensure the implementation of effective learning with new opportunities and to encourage better learning performance [5]. In science learning, most require visual media or supporting tools to facilitate the understanding of the material especially for materials related to natural phenomena [1] [6].

Pocket mobile learning the power to make a transformation of learning experience and then direct learners to being able to develop divergent thinking, analyzing, and planning skills in response to things in existence around them. The divergent thinking skill is the skill of being able to elaborate on ideas creatively.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Pocket Mobile Learning

Mobile learning is a learning media using mobile devices. A term of pocket mobile learning is based on using of a technological and mobile device, such as PDA, mobile phones, laptop, and tablet in learning. State mobile learning is using of a mobile device to have possibility which can organize learning anywhere and anytime [7]. Mobile learning (m-learning) is the part of electronic learning or e-learning which gives broader opportunity in mobile mode, and better capabilities for students learning [8][9]. According to Taufiq [10], mobile learning is a new ICT improvement in education where mobile devices are used as learning media that contain of some materials or practical work aid so that they can be used inside or outside the school, and are lighter and portable. There is a virtual classroom which can be accessed anytime and anywhere, so that the learning between students and lecturers do not have to be in a face to face interaction but in the e-learning process by android. An important feature of mLearning is that one of its goals, different from those of a traditional transfer of knowledge from teacher to student, is to empower students to actively participate in the construction of their own learning [11].

2.2 Critical Thinking Skills

Critical thinking is the mental activity fostering original ideas and new insights [12]. The divergent thinking skill is an element for creativity and differs from creativity itself. It is the skill to think from one point as center and then to spread in various directions. One needs the divergent thinking skill to be able to generate creative ideas or, in other words, to have the creative thinking ability. Four aspects in divergent thinking, namely, the factors of fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration [13]. According to Abrami [14], critical thinking is partially defined by
detecting such fallacies without regard to specific subject matter, because errors of reasoning are based on argument design rather than content.

3 Method

This research is the quasi-experiment using post test only for control group design. The subjects were students in Physics Education of Indraprasta University under the material of physics is Dynamics of Motion. The number of respondents was 24 students for treatment class and 26 students for the control class.

The dependent variables applied in this study was critical thinking skills. The independent variable is learning media in which the control group applied powerpoint, while the treatment group applied mobile pocket learning. The analysis technique used is the analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a margin of error (alpha) of 5%. The critical thinking skills instrument is evaluation questions with multiple choice. The number of multiple choice are 20 questions.

4 Result and Discussion

4.1 Result

The descriptive statistics figured out the mean and standard deviation for each factor of the learning outcomes is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval for Mean</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment group</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>66.83</td>
<td>8.558</td>
<td>1.563</td>
<td>63.64 - 70.03</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50.67</td>
<td>8.277</td>
<td>1.511</td>
<td>47.58 - 53.76</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58.75</td>
<td>11.667</td>
<td>1.506</td>
<td>55.74 - 61.76</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 indicates that for the critical thinking skills, group treatments had an average (66.83) which is higher than the control group (50.67). However, it needs to be analyzed whether these differences are significant enough to see the effect of learning media. This descriptive statistic displaying the effect of each independent variable through the one-way ANOVA as presented in Table 2.
From Table 2 above it can be seen that the critical thinking skills between the control group and treatment group were significantly different at the level of error of 5% or 95% level of confidence. So it can be said that in the critical thinking skills, the students who follow the learning media of pocket mobile learning reached the higher score than students who follow learning media with powerpoint.

### 4.2 Discussion

The use of ICT in learning process in Indonesia can be viewed in survey results [4] related to global digital statistics from the latest two years (2014, 2015). Although generally the penetration of internet in Indonesia just touched 28% in 2015, but it shows significant progress compared to the attainment 15% in 2014. The developing simultaneous growths in many sectors are predicted to boost its penetration in the future.

The use of pocket mobile learning media can influence the students' critical thinking ability compared to powerpoint. The students are more active and interactive as they relate to smartphones and can be used anytime and anywhere. Physics learning that connects the concept with the analysis can be applied with mobile learning. The students are more interested in learning physics with something different that is with pocket mobile learning. The students are able to analyze physics concepts well. Pocket mobile learning displays the abstract concept becomes real that is with the simulation of physics that explains the theories relating to everyday life.

Learning media could support learners’ problem-solving and critical-thinking abilities. The use of learning media in a form of e learning could improve learning into becoming more efficient with support from the learning motivation possessed by learners and it has a sufficiently significant impact on the e-learning [15]. Indicates that learning with technological media exerts a sufficiently significant influence with learners getting a stimulation effect from the use of the media in the learning process [16].

A multimedia online learning environment actively engages learners through different types of interactivities, which can help students with learning disabilities and English learners build literacy skills, manage cognitive load, and access rich educational resources [17]. Multimedia has introduced the pedagogical strength in facilitating student learning and supplementing learning with liveliness as it adds richness and meaning to the information presentation with the use of more than one medium [18][19].

The applications of mobile learning for smartphone in physics instruction, on the one hand, additional new experiments should be developed, and this involves...
continually scanning the relevant databases of free commercial smartphone applications [20]. On the other hand, it is necessary to investigate the impact of this material-aided situated learning approach on learning and motivation and to evaluate which factor might make an used material of an experiment more successful than another, or in other words: to evaluate design or development physics experiment. The growing level of science of technology, the use of mobile learning is growing with various functions and applications.

5 Conclusion

Based on analysis and research results can be concluded that pocket mobile learning media of specifically physics material about dynamics of motion could improve students’ critical thinking skills. The result show that the students average score with learning use pocket mobile learning is higher than learning use powerpoint.
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